A **fact** is something that can be proven.
An **opinion** is something that someone thinks or believes and cannot be proven.

Read each sentence carefully.
Circle the correct response, fact or opinion for each sentence.

1. Cardinals are pretty. **fact**  
2. Birds help plants grow. **fact**  
3. Many birds migrate in the winter. **fact**  
4. All birds need food and water. **fact**  
5. Female birds lay eggs. **fact**  
6. Birds sing beautifully. **fact**  
7. Birds have hollow bones. **fact**  
8. Feathers help keep birds warm. **fact**  
9. Everyone should have a pet bird. **opinion**  
10. All birds need food and water. **fact**

Find and circle the following words in the puzzle below.
Words may be forward, backward, horizontal, vertical or diagonal.

```
S E M R H M N H S W A Z I G L Y L Q Y I  
T L O S G E C K E A O G C N O G G K E Z  
M L B T C T H C E Y V O M O V G P S K Z  
E A M T A X G T D W E B E W S P L N J V A  
F E A H Z V E N S V A T S S O Q P H E F  
W R Q R T A L O N S H H Y L G U H Z E Q  
B Y Q L N A L Y N O L O T X T Y D I S I  
G J U A M W V X X Q M F Y X P F D J B F  
T U P S N B N I T E B U G S X L N B O C  
E R I R F L N O A Q G J X R E Y I S F Y  
D S I E L S H E F R I C N T F P T D R P  
U E O H I H G J S R Y I A K R C G N S S  
U D E T G A C G Z T J R N S G N I W M N  
G R J A H M B R E T G O R H B I B I R D  
E G C E T E O J E I H E E Z N T P Q O H  
O W X F A H O L M P W A L C S O V L W R  
A L W K W J T Z N U V Z B R B X O P H R
```

fly  
seed  
aviary  
honk  
worms  
wings  
beak  
perch  
song  
nectar
Answer key for Birds worksheet

1. Cardinals are pretty.          fact          opinion
2. Birds help plants grow.       fact          opinion
3. Many birds migrate in the winter. fact opinion
4. Woodpeckers are annoying.    fact          opinion
5. Female birds lay eggs.        fact          opinion
6. Birds sing beautifully.       fact          opinion
7. Birds have hollow bones.      fact          opinion
8. Feathers help keep birds warm. fact opinion
9. Everyone should have a pet bird. fact opinion
10. All birds need food and water. fact opinion

Find and circle the following words in the puzzle below.
Words may be forward, backward, horizontal, vertical or diagonal.

bird  feathers  talons  eggs  bugs  nest  migrate  claw  flight  hatch

fly  seeds  aviary  honk  worms  wings  beak  perch  song  nectar